
 

On April 13, the Minister of Education Emin Amrullayev was in the Azerbaijan StateOn April 13, the Minister of Education Emin Amrullayev was in the Azerbaijan State
University of Economics (UNEC).   University of Economics (UNEC).   

  

Firstly, the Memorial Complex erected in the memory of martyrs was visited andFirstly, the Memorial Complex erected in the memory of martyrs was visited and
laid down wreath in front of it and their memories was commemorated. laid down wreath in front of it and their memories was commemorated. 

  

Then the Minister of Education Emin Amrullayev got acquainted with 7/24 libraryThen the Minister of Education Emin Amrullayev got acquainted with 7/24 library
and Extern Center of UNEC. The Minister was detailed informed of reading hall, theand Extern Center of UNEC. The Minister was detailed informed of reading hall, the
Center. Emin Amrullayev reviewed hybrid auditoriums created in UNEC. TheCenter. Emin Amrullayev reviewed hybrid auditoriums created in UNEC. The
Minister was informed that 50 hybrid auditoriums were currently operating and 50Minister was informed that 50 hybrid auditoriums were currently operating and 50
auditoriums would also be launched soon in the University. auditoriums would also be launched soon in the University. 

The opening of museum newly created in UNEC was held in the framework of theThe opening of museum newly created in UNEC was held in the framework of the
visit. The Minister was informed of the establishment date of UNEC and gotvisit. The Minister was informed of the establishment date of UNEC and got
acquainted with the historical documents. acquainted with the historical documents. 

  

Emin Amrullayev participated in the opening of “Bloomberg” financial laboratoryEmin Amrullayev participated in the opening of “Bloomberg” financial laboratory
that began to act in UNEC for the first time in our country. It was stated that thethat began to act in UNEC for the first time in our country. It was stated that the
laboratory consisting of 12 “Bloomberg” terminals will allow UNEC to have thelaboratory consisting of 12 “Bloomberg” terminals will allow UNEC to have the
same opportunities as the advanced universities of the world in this field and tosame opportunities as the advanced universities of the world in this field and to
create qualified research environment in the university. create qualified research environment in the university. 

After getting acquainted with the conditions created in UNEC, the Minister ofAfter getting acquainted with the conditions created in UNEC, the Minister of
Education met with young teachers and students. Education met with young teachers and students. 

  

In the meeting with the students, rector Adalat Muradov emphasized that the roleIn the meeting with the students, rector Adalat Muradov emphasized that the role
of master students would be further increased in the education institution in orderof master students would be further increased in the education institution in order
to transform UNEC to the research university. to transform UNEC to the research university. 

  

The Minister of Education Emin Amrullayev spoke about the works done in theThe Minister of Education Emin Amrullayev spoke about the works done in the
direction of higher education development in the country, the future priorities, thedirection of higher education development in the country, the future priorities, the
state support for the students, the main points of “State Program for the Educationstate support for the students, the main points of “State Program for the Education
of Youth at Prestigious Universities of Foreign Countries for 2022-2026”. Advisingof Youth at Prestigious Universities of Foreign Countries for 2022-2026”. Advising
the students to improve their individual skills, to be more interested in thethe students to improve their individual skills, to be more interested in the
scientific researches, to be active in the innovative projects, the Minister stressedscientific researches, to be active in the innovative projects, the Minister stressed
that all opportunities in this field were provided at UNEC. that all opportunities in this field were provided at UNEC. 

Then the questions interesting for students were answered. Then the questions interesting for students were answered. 
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In the meeting with the young teachers, rector Adalat Muradov stated that the 30In the meeting with the young teachers, rector Adalat Muradov stated that the 30
percent of teachers was currently consisting of young teachers in the universitypercent of teachers was currently consisting of young teachers in the university
and this process would be proceeded. and this process would be proceeded. 

  

Speaking about the necessity of involving young teachers to teaching, EminSpeaking about the necessity of involving young teachers to teaching, Emin
Amrullayev said that the positive tendencies have recently emerged in thisAmrullayev said that the positive tendencies have recently emerged in this
direction. Emin Amrullayev addressed the role of young teachers in increasing thedirection. Emin Amrullayev addressed the role of young teachers in increasing the
quality of education, factors affecting the rating of universities, forming personnelquality of education, factors affecting the rating of universities, forming personnel
potential. He gave information on the reforms and works conducted in thispotential. He gave information on the reforms and works conducted in this
direction in the field of education. direction in the field of education. 

  

At the end of the meeting, the Minister of Education listened to the proposals ofAt the end of the meeting, the Minister of Education listened to the proposals of
young teachers and answered their questions. young teachers and answered their questions. 
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